We study optical spectral singularities of a weakly nonlinear PT -symmetric bilinear planar slab of optically active material. In particular, we derive the lasing threshold condition and calculate the laser output intensity. These reveal the following unexpected features of the system: 1. For the case that the real part of the refractive index η of the layers are equal to unity, the presence of the lossy layer decreases the threshold gain; 2. For the more commonly encountered situations when η − 1 is much larger than the magnitude of the imaginary part of the refractive index, the threshold gain coefficient is a function of η that has a local minimum. The latter is in sharp contrast to the threshold gain coefficient of a homogeneous slab of gain material which is a decreasing function of η. We use these results to comment on the effect of nonlinearity on the prospects of using this system as a CPA-laser.
Introduction
The concept of a spectral singularity of a second order linear differential operator has been known to mathematicians since the pioneering work of Naimark in the early 1950's [1, 2] . The physical meaning and potential applications of this concept were however understood quite recently [3, 4, 5] . Ref. [3] provides the first major advance in this direction. It shows that the spectral singularities of a Schrödinger operator defined by a complex scattering potential correspond to the scattering states with divergent reflection and transmission coefficients, i.e., those behaving exactly like zero-width resonances. The study of the realization of this phenomenon in optics reveals the intriguing fact that the concept of a spectral singularity provides the mathematical foundation for the lasing at the threshold gain [4] . The newly discovered phenomenon of antilasing, also known as coherence perfect absorption (CPA) of the electromagnetic waves [6] , is a manifestation of the time-reversed optical spectral singularities [7] .
The first toy model used to give a physical realization of a spectral singularity is a PT -symmetric waveguide containing a bilayer planar slab of active optical material [3] . The slab is aligned in the normal direction to the propagation axis of the guide (x-direction) and the layers have refractive indices given by n = 1 ± iκ where κ ∈ R. The Helmholtz equation describing the propagation of the time-harmonic and x-dependent electromagnetic waves in this waveguide can be reduced to the Schrödinger equation
for an imaginary PT -symmetric barrier potential,
where ς, a ∈ R and a > 0. This waveguide was originally proposed as a physical model possessing PT -symmetry in Ref. [8] . Subsequently, it provided the first example of the application of the methods of pseudo-Hermitian quantum mechanics [9, 10] to complex scattering potentials in Ref. [11] . An interesting property of spectral singularities is that the equation describing them is invariant under the parity transformation P (space-reflection). This is not generally true for time-reversal transformation T or PT . There is however a special class of systems where this equation happens be T -invariant. The spectral singularities of these system accompany their time-reversed dual and are said to be "self-dual" [12] . Optical potentials supporting self-dual spectral singularities are of interest, because they model CPA-lasers. These are devices that act as a laser at the threshold gain unless they are subject to coherent incident waves of identical amplitude and phase from both sides with the same wavelength of the spectral singularity, in which case they act as a coherent perfect absorber.
It is easy to see that the spectral singularities of the PT -symmetric scattering potentials are self-dual. This has motivated the study of the latter as theoretical models for CPA-lasers. However, there is a larger class of non-PT -symmetric scattering potentials that also support self-dual spectral singularities. Ref. [12] gives concrete examples of non-PT -symmetric bilayer slabs possessing this property.
The importance of nonlinearities on the physical effects associated with spectral singularities has led to the recent development of a notion of nonlinear spectral singularity for nonlinearities that are confined in space [13] . For a homogeneous infinite slab of gain material the laser threshold condition [15] follows from the equation for linear spectral singularities [4] while the laser output intensity can be obtained from a straightforward perturbative characterization of the nonlinear spectral singularities [16] . The latter provides an elegant mathematical derivation of the well-known linear relationship between the output intensity and the gain coefficient.
The purpose of the present article is to conduct a similar analysis for a general PT -symmetric bilayer slab (Fig. 1) , where the index of refraction has the form
and η and κ are real parameters satisfying
In Section 2 we give a brief description of linear and nonlinear spectral singularities. In Section 3 we outline the basic setup for the realization of spectral singularities in effectively one-dimensional optical systems. In Section 4, we study the linear spectral singularities of the PT -symmetric bilayer defined by (3) , derive an analytical formula for the laser threshold condition, and discuss its differences with the threshold condition for the single-layer slab. In Section 5 we explore the nonlinear spectral singularities for a PT -symmetric bilayer possessing a weak Kerr nonlinearity and derive a formula for its laser output intensity. In Section 6 we summarize our findings and present our concluding remarks.
Linear and Nonlinear Spectral Singularities
We begin our discussion of spectral singularities by giving their definition for a general family of second order differential operators that admit scattering plane-wave solutions.
Definition: Let for all K ∈ C, F K : C 2 × R → C be a function and L K be a possibly nonlinear second order differential operator of the form
where ψ : R → C is a complex-valued function. Suppose that for all K ∈ R + , there are A ± ∈ C \ {0}, T r/l ∈ C \ {0}, and R r/l ∈ C such that the differential equation
admits a pair of solution ψ ±K : R → C satisfying the asymptotic boundary conditions:
Then ψ K± are called plane-wave scattering solutions or Jost solutions of (6) . A positive number K 2 is said to be a spectral singularity of L K provided that the Jost solutions ψ K± exist and be linearly-dependent functions, alternatively there is a solution ψ K of (6) satisfying
for some N ± ∈ C \ {0}. We can also write the latter condition in the form
We use the term "linear (nonlinear) spectral singularity" for the spectral singularities of linear (nonlinear) operators of the form (5) . The Jost solution ψ K+ (ψ K− ) correspond to incident waves of complex amplitude A + (A − ) from the left (right). The coefficients R r/l and T r/l are the right/left reflection and transmission amplitudes.
In the remainder of this section we confined our attention to the case that 1] . Then the Jost solutions take the form [13] 
where ξ and ζ are solutions of (6) 
and
are the complex amplitudes of the transmitted waves. In view of the fact that ψ K± and ψ ′ K± are continuous functions, we also have
Solving these relations for A ± and R r/l and using (15), we find [13] 
where
Next, we note that because F vanishes outside the interval [0, 1] , the condition for the emergence of a spectral singularity is equivalent to the existence of a solution ψ K of (6) in [0, 1] that satisfies the outgoing boundary conditions:
This corresponds to Jost solutions satisfying
Therefore, according to (19) and (20), for the values of K that yield a spectral singularity the reflection and transmission amplitudes diverge [3, 13] . If the operator L K is a linear differential operator, the reflection and transmission amplitudes given by (19) and (20) are independent of N ± and T r = T l =: T . In this case, we can express the R r/l and T in terms of the entries M ij of the transfer matrix of the system [14] and show that the spectral singularities are given by positive real values of K for which M 22 = 0, [3] .
Optical Spectral Singularities
Consider time-harmonic electromagnetic waves propagating in a medium with planar symmetry so that the electric field, E(X, t) = e −ikct E (X)ê Y , is determined by the Helmholtz equation:
whereê Y is the unit vector along the positive Y -axis in some Cartesian coordinate system, {(X, Y, Z)}, k is the wavenumber, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and n is the refractive index of the medium. In typical optical applications, n takes its vacuum value, namely 1, outside an interval on the
] for some a ∈ R + . In this case, we can express (24) as a differential equation of the form (6) and investigate the scattering properties of the system. This requires making the following identifications
Note that n 2 is in general a complex-valued function of x and |ψ|;
where n : [0, 1] → C and f : R ×[0, 1] → C are piecewise continuous functions, σ is a real parameter characterizing the strength of the nonlinearity, and
For typical non-exotic material, the real and imaginary parts of n , that we respectively denote by η and κ, satisfy (4) , and the function f is an analytic function of |ψ| 2 . That is
where σ ℓ are real parameters whose absolute-value constitutes a rapidly decreasing sequence, i.e., 1 ≫ |σ 2 | ≫ |σ 4 | ≫ · · · . The special case that σ ℓ = 0 for all ℓ = 2, 3, · · · corresponds to a Kerr nonlinearity [17] .
In the remainder of this article we consider an optical system with a weak Kerr nonlinearity (so that |σ| ≪ 1), ignore the dispersion effects (i.e., take n independent of K), and introduce
and (6) has the explicit form:
This is equivalent to the integral equation
where ψ 0 is a solution of
G is the Green's function for this equation, and x 0 ∈ [0, 1] is arbitrary. In view of (4) and (28),
This relation suggests that we solve (30) perturbatively [13, 16] . The first-order perturbation theory gives
In Refs. [4] and [16] we examine the spectral singularities of a homogeneous slab of gain medium, which corresponds to the case that n is a constant. This system supports a linear spectral singularity (for γ = 0) provided that n = n 0 and K = K 0 , where n 0 ∈ C and K 0 ∈ R + satisfy
Taking the absolute-value of both sides of this equation and recalling that imaginary part of n is related to the gain coefficient g according to κ = −ag/2K, we arrive at the well-known lasing threshold condition [4] :
For the cases where the real and imaginary parts of n 0 , which we respectively denote by η 0 and κ 0 , satisfy η 0 − 1 ≫ |κ 0 | = −κ 0 , the threshold gain coefficient takes the form
The first order perturbative characterization of nonlinear spectral singularities for the same homogeneous slab, with η 0 − 1 ≫ |κ 0 |, gives rise to the following formula for the laser output intensity provided that the nonlinear spectral singularity occurs at the same wavelength as its linear counterpart [16] .
Because I ≥ 0, this relation implies that the slab functions as a laser only if the gain coefficient g exceeds its threshold value g 0 . Furthermore, once this is achieved the slab emits waves whose intensity is a linear function of g − g 0 . These are among the most well-known and basic properties of slab lasers. Here they follow directly from the mathematics of spectral singularities.
Lasing Threshold for a PT -Symmetric Bilayer Slab
Consider an infinite PT -symmetric bilayer planar slab that is bounded by the planes X = ±a/2. We can express the corresponding Helmholtz equation as (29), if we set
In order to determine the linear spectral singularities of this system we compute the solution ζ of (31) that satisfies the initial conditions (14) . The result is
Next, we substitute (38) in (21) and simplify the resulting expression for G + (K). This leads to
According to (23) and (44) - (46), the system supports a spectral singularity provided that U(K) = 0 and V (K) = 0. We can respectively express these equations as
Notice that, in light of (4), |α| ≪ 1 and 0 ≤ β < 1.
In the following we examine the cases η = 1 and η = 1 separately. In the latter case, we focus our attention to practically more interesting situations where |κ| ≪ η − 1, [15] .
PT -symmetric bilayer slab with η = 1
For η = 1, α = κ, β = 0, and we find from Eq. (47) that
Therefore linear spectral singularities occur at the wavelengths
Furthermore, using (50) in (48), we find that κ is a real solution of
It is not difficult to see that, for each value of the mode number m, this equation has a pair of solutions with opposite sign, ±κ 0 . Using Eq. (52) and |κ 0 | ≪ 1, we can express (52) in the following equivalent form.
This equation provides the laser threshold condition for the PT -symmetric bilayer (37) with η = 1. In terms of the threshold gain coefficient, that satisfies g 0 = 2K 0 |κ 0 |/a, it reads
Usually ag 0 ≫ ln(ag 0 ) > 0 and we have the following upper bound on the threshold gain coefficient.
In typical situations λ ≪ a and m takes large values. In light of the fact that |κ 0 | ≪ 1, this is consistent with (52). For example, for λ ≈ 1 µm and a = 1 mm, we find m ≈ 1000 and κ 0 ≈ ±2.077 × 10 −13 . According to (54) the latter corresponds to g 0 ≈ 261 cm −1 , which is an extremely large value for a sample with η = 1, [15] . Note also that (55) gives g 0 391 cm −1 . Next, we compare the above results with those for a homogeneous slab of thickness L = a/2 and η = 1 and 0 < −κ ≪ 1. Such a slab will lase at wavelengths [4] 
provided that the gain coefficient exceeds its threshold value g 0 as given by (34) with a replaced by a/2. Because η 0 = 1, we can express the latter in the form
Comparing (56) and (57) with (51) and (54), we see that if we construct a PT -symmetric bilayer slab by attaching a lossy layer of attenuation coefficient −g to a homogeneous slab of the same thickness and a gain coefficient g, we find that the addition of the lossy layer does not change the wavelength at which the system lases, but surprisingly it lowers the threshold gain coefficient. This is clearly demonstrated by Figure 2 which shows the plots of the threshold gain coefficient as a function of the wavelength λ 0 for a PT -symmetric bilayer of thickness 1 mm and a homogeneous slab of thickness 0.5 mm. 
PT -symmetric bilayer slab with η − 1 ≫ |κ|
For gain material with η − 1 ≫ |κ|,
and we can solve Eqs. (47) and (48) to give
.
Again we denote the values of K, η, κ, α, and β satisfying (59) and (60) by K 0 , η 0 , κ 0 , α 0 , and β 0 , respectively. From the first of these equation, we obtain
(61) Hence the system lases at the wavelengths
provided that we also satisfy (60). 1 It is this latter relation that serves as the laser threshold condition for the system. We can express it in the following equivalent forms.
In particular, we have
For a sample with η = 3, λ 0 ≈ 1 µm, and a ≈ 1 mm, we respectively find from (62), (63) and (64), m ≈ 3000, |κ 0 | ≈ 1.370 × 10 −3 , and g 0 ≈ 172 cm −1 , while (65) gives g 0 229 cm −1 . These values are in extremely good agreement with the numerical results obtained using exact equations, namely (47) and (48). For m = 1000 and η 0 = 3, the latter give λ 0 = 0.999917 µm, |κ 0 | ≈ 1.36988 × 10 −3 , and g 0 = 172.159 cm −1 . Next, we compare the properties of the PT -symmetric bilayer slab we considered above with those of the homogeneous slab obtained by removing the lossy layer. The wavelengths at which such a homogeneous slab lases are given by [4] 
where we use the fact that |κ| ≪ η − 1. Typically a ≪ λ and m takes large values. Therefore, according to (62) and (66) both the homogeneous slab and the bilayer have essentially the same threshold resonance wavelengths. The threshold gain coefficient for the homogeneous slab is given by (35) (with a replaced by a/2) and turns out to be a decreasing function of η 0 . This is easy to justify, because the larger the value of η 0 is the more effective the boundaries of the slab function as mirrors. In contrast, and again to our surprise, for the PT -symmetric slab, increasing η 0 makes the value of g 0 decrease until it attains a minimum value and then it keeps increasing steadily. Figure 3 shows the plots of g 0 as a function of η 0 for a homogeneous slab of thickness a = 0.5 mm and a PT -symmetric slab of thickness a = 1 mm. Here we have taken λ 0 ≈ 1 µm for both slabs. 
Laser Output Intensity for a PT -symmetric Bilayer Slab
In order to obtain the laser output intensity for the PT -symmetric bilayer slab (37) we perform a first order perturbative calculation of nonlinear spectral singularities as we discuss in Section 3. Unlike for a homogeneous slab the construction of perturbative solutions of the integral equation (29) is quite involved. Therefore, here we outline the general strategy and suffice to give graphical description of the results for the cases where η − 1 ≫ |κ|. We begin our investigation by constructing a perturbative solution ζ(x) of (29) that satisfies the initial conditions (14) . For x ∈ [ 1 2 , 1], this solution has the form:
C and D are given by (41), and
To determine the form of ζ(x) for x ∈ [0, 1 2 ], we introduce
and letζ l (x) be the solution of
) + γ Q. We can writeζ l (x) in the form
l (x) :=Ã e iz Kx +B e −iz Kx ,
A and B are respectively given by (39) and (40), and
It is then easy to see that for x ∈ [0, 1 2 ],
Nonlinear spectral singularities are given by the real and positive values of K satisfying
Following Ref. [4] , we use first-order perturbation theory to solve this equation. To this end we let K 0 , η 0 , and κ 0 be respectively values of K, η, and κ for which the PT -symmetric bilayer slab supports a linear spectral singularity, i.e., they satisfy (61) and (63). We then seek for values of K, η, and κ of the form
that fulfil (79). In a realistic setup, κ is a control parameter (because it is proportional to the gain coefficient), K is related to the wavelength of the emitted wave, and η is a property of the gain/loss material that is not easily controlled. Therefore, we focus our attention to the case that η 1 = 0, so that the presence of nonlinearity affects the values of K and κ.
Substituting (80) with η 1 = 0 in (79) and ignoring the quadratic and higher order terms in γ, we find a complex equation of the form
where a, b, and c are complex parameters depending on K 0 , η 0 and κ 0 . We can readily solve Eq. (81) to obtain
where "Im" stands for the "imaginary part of", and "≈" refers to the fact that we conduct a first-order perturbative calculation. Next, we recall that the gain coefficient g necessary for realizing the nonlinear spectral singularity corresponding to (80) satisfies [4] 
where for definiteness we have taken κ 0 < 0 and κ < 0, so that the gain (loss) region corresponds to 0 < x < 1 2 ( 1 2 < x < 1), and g 0 := −2K 0 κ 0 /a. Substituting (82) in (83) and neglecting the quadratic and higher order terms in γ, we obtain the following expression for the laser output intensity of our PT -symmetric bilayer slab.
Here σ is the original Kerr coefficient, that is related to γ via σ = −γ/K 2 0 , and
which, in general, depends on K 0 , η 0 and κ 0 (or g 0 ). We have obtained an explicit expression for A using Mathematica, but the result is too lengthy to be reported here. Equation (84) confirms the known linear dependence of the laser output intensity on the gain coefficient g. According to (36), it also describes the output intensity for a homogeneous slab of gain material, with K 1 ≈ 0, provided that we identify A with
In view of the fact that λ = 2πa/K, the change occurring in the value of the wavelength of the spectral singularity due to the presence of the nonlinearity is given by
Using (82) and (84) in this relation and neglecting O(γ 2 ), we find
It turns out that both A and B take extremely small positive values. In particular, for η 1 = 3 and m ∈ [2500, 3500], which corresponds to 900 nm λ 1.2 µm, A and B are of the order or 10 −7 . This justifies the validity of our first-order perturbative calculations. Moreover, in view of (88), we conclude that the presence of the nonlinearity does not have any noticeable effect on the wavelength at which the system lases. Therefore, we can compare the output intensities of our PT -symmetric bilayer slab and that of the homogeneous slab with fixed K 1 = 0 by comparing the values of A given by (85) and (86). For η 0 , the latter gives 2.883 while, as we mentioned above, the former is of the order of 10 −7 . This shows that, for situations where η − 1 ≫ |κ|, not only the homogeneous slab has a much lower threshold gain, but its output intensity is several orders of magnitude larger than that of the corresponding PT -symmetric bilayer slab. Figure 4 shows the plot of g 0 and A as a function of the wavelength λ. As we increase λ, the threshold gain decreases while A decreases. This implies that the higher the frequency of the wave is the more pumping power is required to initiate lasing and the less power is emitted. Figure 4 : Graphs of the threshold gain g 0 (bottom curve) and the output intensity parameter A (top curve) as a function of the wavelength λ for a PT -symmetric bilayer slab of thickness 1 mm. The displayed dots correspond to the mode number m = 2500, 2550, 2600, · · · , 3500, respectively from right to left.
Concluding Remarks
The notion of a nonlinear spectral singularity that is introduced in Ref. [13] has its roots in the physical meaning of linear spectral singularities Ref. [3] . In optics, the condition for realizing a linear spectral singularity gives both the lasing wavelengths and the value of the threshold gain coefficient, while the presence of a weakly nonlinear spectral singularity leads to an expression that relates the laser output intensity and the gain coefficient. In this expression, which confirms the linear dependence of the output power on the gain coefficient, all the underlying microscopic phenomena are encoded in a single physical parameter, namely the Kerr (nonlinearity) coefficient. In this article, we have examined the lasing threshold condition and the laser output intensity for a PT -symmetric bilayer slab and compared their behavior with those of a homogeneous slab of gain media. Our study of lasing threshold condition leads to two surprising predictions. First, for the case that the real part of the refractive index η is unity (like in gas lasers), the presence of the lossy layer decreases the value of threshold gain. Second, for more typical situations where the imaginary value of the refractive index, i.e., κ, satisfies |κ| ≪ η − 1, as the value of η increases, say starting from 1.01, the threshold gain coefficient decreases, as in the case of a homogeneous slab, until it reaches a minimum value, and then it keeps increasing steadily. The study of the laser output intensity shows that output intensity for this system is much lower than a corresponding homogeneous slab. The same applies whenever we try to use a PT -symmetric bilayer slab as a CPA. Our results show that such a slab is capable of acting as a CPA provided that it has a very large gain/loss coefficient and that we use it to absorb very low-intensity incoming coherent waves.
